
As the key idea of the conference is to work out a possibly objective and comprehensive concept of 
education serving democracy, the event itself is meant to be democratic on the level of participants as well 
as the subject matter discussed. We encourage to participation all those who wish to have their say on 
democratic education, and we intend to cover the four educational domains – without favoring any 
particular group of participants or disregarding any of the multiple perspectives on the eponymous issue. 

The scope of the conference and the range of people we encourage to join follow from the 4 key questions:

1. What do we THINK OF democracy? – which focuses on axiological aspects 

exemplary issues:  the merits and shortcomings of democracy, determinants of its quality, cultural and 
historic conditioning; 

expected participants: philosophers and historians of education, educational theoreticians;

2. What do we DO FOR/WITH democracy? – which relates to pragmatic aspects

exemplary issues: the range of actions favorable for the introduction and solidification of democracy, 
determinants of its longevity

expected participants: participants of social life, practitioners, employees of organizations of public 
utility, and experts in related fields such as sociologists, ethnolinguists

3. How do we FEEL ABOUT democracy? – which pertains to affective aspects

exemplary issues: conditions of a psychological and generally-human character relations based on the 
sense of solidarity and democracy, and built by people of different ethnic origin, at different ages, of a 
dissimilar social status

expected participants:  psychologists and cultural experts

4. How do we CONSTRUE democracy? – which concerns cognitive aspects 

exemplary issues: the status of democracy as a conceptual category, its susceptibility to individual 
interpretations, categories related to democracy, democratic image of reality 

expected participants:  various communities, in particular linguists and anthropologists

    Do participate and share your answers to the four questions with us!

email: education-for-democracy@fcnn.pl 

www: http://fcnn.pl/education-for-democracy-conference 
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